The **Breaking Boundaries** event focuses on celebrating YOU and your SPS chapter’s accomplishments.

**Chapter Showcase**
Chapters are encouraged to sign up for table space and display items that represent your chapter and its culture. Bring things like:

- Your chapter’s favorite pastime activities
- Samples of activities and/or a favorite demo
- Scrapbooks of chapter memories, awards, SPS recognitions
- Tips on how you make your student lounge more inclusive

**T-shirt Exchange & Design Contest**
Bring your chapter’s t-shirts to swap with other chapters. Each t-shirt design will be entered into the design contest! Shirts can be from past years or feature a new design specifically made for PhysCon.

Visit [www.sigmapisigma.org/congress/2019](http://www.sigmapisigma.org/congress/2019) for fundraising tips. Travel grants of $200 for individuals and $600 for chapters will be available on a limited basis.

**Registration will open on April 1, 2019**
Follow the PhysCon 2019 Facebook Event for details.

**Chapter Showcase Registration Opens: MARCH 4, 2019**

**Registration open April 1, 2019**

**November 14 - 16, 2019**
Downtown Providence, RI
Dame Susan Jocelyn Bell Burnell  
PhysCon Honorary Chair  
Professor of Astrophysics, University of Oxford  
Winner of 2018 Breakthrough Prize

Sandeep Giri  
Manager, Advanced Technology Engineering, Google X

Dr. John C. Mather  
Nobel Laureate, Senior Astrophysicist at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center  
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Dr. Jami Valentine Miller  
Primary Examiner, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Founder, African American Women in Physics (AAWIP)

Dr. Ellen D. Williams  
Distinguished University Professor, Department of Physics and Institute for Physical Science & Technology, University of Maryland

Take part in dynamic workshops & visit science hotspots

- Science Policy  
- Entrepreneurship  
- Inclusivity & Diversity  
- Explore careers in physics  
- What's life like as a graduate student?  
- Physics of Jazz  
- Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution  
- Naval Submarine Base New London  
- MIT & Harvard Physics Labs  
- Brown University Physics Department and Ladd Observatory

Develop your network through interactive events like:

- Lunch with a Scientist  
- Career & Grad School Fair  
- Outreach and Research Poster Session  
- Game Nights  
- Art Show